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SECURITY CODE PRODUCTION METHOD AND METHODS OF USING THE SAME, 

AND PROGRAMMABLE DEVICE THEREFOR 

Technical Field 

This invention relates to a method of producing a reproducable security code that can be 
used for user authentication, signing and encryption/decryption of information by means 
of a programmable user device. The invention also relates to a corresponding program
mable user device.  

Background Art 

In many situations where service providers offer services and transfer of information to 
the general public through electronic media, there is a need for a mechanism that 
provides for verified identification of the individual receiving the service or exchanging 
information with the service provider, Traditional authentication schemes employ user 
name and password pairs to auhtenticate users. This simple method provides, however, 
minimal security. To achieve a higher degree of security it is increasingly common to use 
so-called two-factor authentication. Such two-factor authentication is based on a "some
thing you know" component (such as a password) and a "something you have" compo
nent; one example being a bank payment card (that you have) and the corresponding 
PIN (Personal Identifiaction Number) code (that you know).  

If a password is to be sent across an open telecommunications or computer network it 
may easily be captured by others. Therefore, it is desirable to permit the use of so-called 
one-time passwords (dynamic passwords) in stead of fixed (static) passwords (such as 
PIN codes). For this purpose, many banks, for example, are using card-like semi
conductor devices (also called security tokens), which compute and display a one-time 
passcode (i.e. a time-varying number) on a small screen. By entering this number into a 
system when attempting to authenticate (login), the person doing so proves that he is in 
possession of the device. One example of such a semiconductor device is disclosed in 
US Patent No. 4 599 489. To increase the security, the semiconductor device itself 
sometimes is protected by a PIN code which is required to "open" the device. If so, first 
the correct PIN must be entered before the correct passcode numbers are displayed.  

One problem with semiconductor devices of this kind is the substantial costs of their 
acquisition and distribution. Another problem is that a person who is a registered user of
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several services, such as banking services from various institutions via Internet, for 

example, the use of each requiring a separate semiconductor device, will have to keep 

and handle a plurality of different devices. It would, in deed, be beneficial to the public if 

a plurality of service providers could make use of one and the same semiconductor 

device as a common or generic "multi-code calculator" for a plurality of services.  

On the other hand, arrangements are known that permit the implementation of security 

measures in electronic equipment of various kinds. For example, software may be stored 

in a communication terminal to be used for a secure communications service between a 

user and a service provider. The software needed may be stored as independent 

computer programs in the terminal memory. In one and the same terminal, applications 

may be stored that originate from different service providers for a variety of purposes.  

A person who wishes to make use of a computer program for a service, such as a secure 

communications service, normally must register the program with the service provider 

before he is allowed to run that program on a computer for secure communication with 

that service provider. Once a registered user, he may run that program on any computer, 

usually by entering his user name and password, possibly a one-time passcode provided 

by the card-like semiconductor device, for example, mentioned above. This procedure 

makes sure that the user is in possession of the correct user name and password, or in 

the latter case, the correct card-like semiconductor device and corresponding PIN (if 
required).  

To avoid the problems arising from having a plurality of card-like devices dedicated to 

respective ones of a plurality of service providers, the present invention seeks to make 

use of existing and future electronic information technology devices, typically those 

having a communication capacity, for the purpose of secure identity verification.  

To achieve this, the inventors think that in stead of tying the identity of a user t& a card

like semiconductor device especially designed and dedicated for one single purpose, it 

would be less costly and much more flexible to tie the identity of the user to a piece of 

equipment already in his possession or being acquired primarily for another, more 

general purpose than that of identification verification.
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One intention of the invention is to avoid the need for any modification or supplementa

tion of the hardware configuration of existing user devices to be used in the system 
according to the invention. Hence, electronic user devices apt for the prescribed use 

should as a minimum be programmable and comprise at least one data input interface, 
data processing means, data storage means, and data output capacities. In addition, for 

the device to operate according to the invention, the data storage means must include a 

readable tamper-proof storage in which an equipment identifier uniquely identifying the 
individual device is stored.  

To ease the information exchange with selected service providers the equipment should 

preferably offer the user a suitable communications functionality. Such a communication 

capacity may be inherent to the device or be added as a functional extension.  

Hence, in principle, a variety of electronic user devices may be used for the implementa
tion of the invention. Mobile telephones (cell phones) compliant with the GSM (Global 

System for Mobile Communications) technology are, however, considered to be parti

cularly well suited for the purpose of the invention, since every GSM mobile telephone 

already bears a unique equipment identifier stored in tamper resistant memory, viz. an 
International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI), which is a 15-digit code primarily being 
used to identify an individual GSM mobile telephone to a GSM network or operator. The 
presence of the IMEI code in a GSM mobile telephone usually is mandatory for the 

telephone to be operable in the GSM network. Hence, removing or altering the IMEI 
code would render the mobile telephone inoperable for its main purpose, namely 

telecommunication, 

In this connection, examples of using IMEI codes for checking the compatibility of, and for 
controlling the right of use/activation of a mobile station, respectively, are known from US 
Patent No.s 6 164 547 and 5 956 633. In addition, from US Patent Application Publ.No.s 

2003/0236981 and 2004/0030906, respectively, it is knoWn to use the IMEI code as a key 
for encryption of individual SMS (Short Message Service) messages, and for authentica
tion of such messages through a digital signature computed with the IMEl code as a key.  

WO 01/31840 Al is a further example of prior art, describing how a first one-time 
password can be generated in a mobile station on the basis of a personal identification 
number (PIN), a subscriber identifier (typically IMSI in a GSM network), a device identifier
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(typically IMEI in a GSM network) and time (hence, a time-varying passcode), and then 
be used at an authentication server to enable a telecommunication connection between 
the mobile station and a computer system. To carry out the identification procedure the 
authentication server uses the subscriber identifier (IMSI) received from the mobile 
station for searching a database for the PIN code and device identifier (IMEI) associated 
with that subscriber, and when retrieved, all three entities are combined with time to 
produce a second one-time password for comparison with the first one.  

This approach enables authentication to one computer system or service provider, but 
can not be used by more than one service provider without compromising security. If 
used by more than one service provider, the approach requires that the same identifiers 
(PIN, IMEI and IMSI) are distributed to each computer system, thereby compromising the 
security for all involved parties. Further, this approach can only be used for authentica
tion, but not for other security functions like signing, encryption and secure distribution, 
The prior art identifying process described in WO 01/31840 Al is a process hidden to the 
user requiring no user interaction and it only represents a weak authentication of the user 
at the authentication instant. In addition, all the identifiers needed in the process, 
including the user PIN, are stored in the mobile station as well as in the computer system 
at the respective service providers. The approach is also limited to use of time as the 
only source of variable input to the one-time password calculation, which further limits the 
flexibility of the method.  

US5657388 describes a token-based mechanism for user authentication based on 
combining a secret code stored on a physical token, user input (a PIN code) and a 
variable input (time or query) to produce a non predictable, onetime pass code for 
accessing data resources at a host. The method relies on the host verifying the identity of 
the user by comparing the onetime pass code received from the user with a onetime pass 
code generated at the host, the onetime pass code at the host being generated from 
copies of the secret code and user input stored at the host. US5657388 provides a 
method for verifying the identify of a user to a single system using a token-generated 
onetime pass code, but it does not provide a mechanism for multiple hosts to each 
generate a unique and reproducible code for user identity from the token: Two hosts 
using the same token to authenticate a user according to invention in US5657388, would 
store the same secret code from the physical token, thereby compromising the secret 
identity of the token. Further, the method of US5657388 relies on storing user secrets at
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the host and is therefore exposed to the well known treats of attackers copying user PIN 

and/or the token secret from the host side. Further, the method of US5657388 is limited 

to verify the identity of a user; it cannot be used for encryption of information sent from 

the host to the user or for user signing of data, because the method does not provide a 

unique and reproducible code which a user can provide as user identity to a host.  

US5491752 describes a method for improving the protection of password and token 

secrets in a distributed authentication scheme, by generating a transmission code which 

is a hash of the password and token code, the transmission code being sent from a 

workstation to a server for verifying the authenticity of the user. Upon successful 

authentication , the server sends a message to the workstation, the message being 

encrypted by a session key. The session key being another hash of the password and 

token, which the workstation can verify and with that decrypt the message from server.  

Thereby the authentication is obtained without transmitting passwords openly between 

the workstation and the server, and the workstation and the server has exchanged a 

message which is useful for communicating with the server. US5491752 bases the 

method on storing at the server side both the token secret key and the user password, 

which is not desirable from a security point of view. The method described can thus not 

be shared with other servers without compromising the password and token secret.  

Further, the token code is time varying so the transmission code is non-reproducible and 

hence can not be used as a representation of a user's identity for other applications than 

authentication.  

In JP Patent Publication No. 2003 410949 a system and method are disclosed that 

generate unique codes and display the codes on the mobile terminal of a user, e.g. in the 

form of a picture. The user uses the picture and a "user secret" to authenticate itself to a 

service provider or computer system for accessing a service, like a cash withdrawal or a 

payment service. Aside from requiring additional user interaction, the method has a 

weakness in that the code can unintentionally be disclosed from the display. This method 

does not make use of mobile terminal identifiers for generating the user authentication 

data. The mobile terminal is used only as a communications terminal and not as a robust 

possession factor (something you have) in a two-factor auhtentication.
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In the context of the present invention, the IMEI code of a mobile telephone can be 

utilized as the unique equipment identifier required for the mobile telephone to operate 

according to the invention.  

Security mechanisms that can be used to access several different service providers are 
often based on so called public key algorithms. In a PKI system, the private keys, 

identifying a user, need to be securely stored, whereas the public keys may be published 

in directories or certificates signed by a Trusted Third Party. To make sure that the 
private keys can be used only under the user's sole control, it is common to have the 

keys stored in a hardware key container, such as a smart-card or SIM (Subscriber Identity 

Module) Card. The main problem with such systems is the cost of the manufacture and 

distribution of the hardware. The present invention is offering a less complicated solution 

to this need for a tamper-resistant, user controlled key container. The present invention 

enables different service providers to receive unique codes identifying a user, from a 

general purpose semiconductor device, thereby providing an alternative to distribution of 
private keys in tamper resistant devices.  

Disclosure of Invention 

The present invention relates to a method of producing a reproducable security code for 

user authentication, for signing and encryption/decryption of information by means of a 

programmable user device comprising at least one data input interface, data processing 

means and data storage means including a readable tamper-proof storage in which an 

equipment identifier uniquely identifying the user device is prestored, 
the method comprising the steps of: 

- inputting via said data input interface a user personal code into the user device, 
- fetching the equipment identifier from the data storage means of the user device, 
- inputting to the user device a service provider code representing a service provider by 

whom the user is registered with his/her user name, 
- calculating internal to the user device a security code based on a combination of the 

equipment identifier, the user personal code and said service provider code, and 

- outputting the calculated security code, 
the thus calculated security code in itself representing the user and the user device to 
one specific service provider.
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By inputting a service provider code to the calculation of the security code, different 

security codes can be produced for each service provider, without the need of changing 
any of the other identifiers (user personal code and equipment identifier). The method of 
the invention enables a user to use the same device for two-factor user identification to 
more than one service provider without sharing sensitive data between service providers.  

The invention can be used for authenticating the user of a user device, the user being 

registered in a customer file at a service provider with his/her user name and an 
associated security code obtained by the method according to the invention, for example 
comprising the steps of: 
- indicating a user name to the service provider, 
- at the service provider searching in the customer file to find the user name indicated, 
and if present in the file, returning a challenge to the user, 
- inputting to the user device the user personal code, 
- calculating internal to the user device said security code, 
- inputting to the user device a variable received from the service provider as said 
challenge and by using a cryptographic algorithm calculating internal to the user device a 
one-time password based on said security code and said variable, 
- indicating the calculated one-time password to the service provider, 
- at the service provider retrieving from the customer file the security code corresponding 
to the user name indicated by the user, 
- by using the same cryptographic algorithm as the user device calculating at the service 
provider a one-time password based on the security code retrieved from the customer file 
and the same variable as that returned to the user and used by the user device, 
- at the service provider comparing the one-time password just calculated with that 
received from the user, and 
if the one-time passwords are identical, the authentication result is positive, confirming 
that the user identified by user name is in possession of the user device and of a 
corresponding user personal code, otherwise, the authentication result is negative.  

Another way of using the method is for signing an information element to be exchanged 
between the user of a user device and a service provider by whom the user is registered 
in the customer file by the method according to the invention, for example comprising the 
steps of:
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- transferring from the service provider to the user device the information element to be 

signed by the user, if the information element is not present at the user device, 

- inputting to the user device the user personal code 

- calculating internal to the user device said security code, 
- by using a cryptographic algorithm, calculating internal to the user device a "signature" 

based on said security code and the information element to be signed and transferred to 

the service provider, 
- transferring the user name and the "signature" to the service provider, and if the 

information element to be signed by the user is not present at the service provider, also 

transferring the information element to the service provider, 
- at the service provider retrieving from the customer file the security code corresponding 

to the user name received from the user, 

- by using the same cryptographic algorithm as the user device, calculating at the service 

provider a "signature" based on the security code retrieved from the customer file and the 

information. element, 
- at the service provider comparing the "signature" just calculated with that received from 

the user, and 

if the signaturess" are identical, confirming that the user on the user device has inten

tionally signed the information element and that the information element has not been 

modified, otherwise, the signing result is negative.  

In a special embodiment the "signature" may comprise a digital or electronic signature, or 

a message authentication code (MAC).  

Another way of using the invention is for securing an information element to be 

transferred from the user to the service provider, by the method according to the 

invention, for example comprising the steps of: 

- by using a cryptographic algorithm and said security code as encryption key, encrypting 

internal to the user device the information element to be transferred to the service 

provider, 

- transferring the user name and the encrypted information element to the service 

provider, 

- at the service provider retrieving from the customer file the security code corresponding 

to the user name received from the user, and
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- by using the same cryptographic algorithm as the user device, decrypting at the service 

provider the encrypted information element using the security code retrieved from the 

customer file as decryption key.  

Yet another way of using the invention is for securing an information element to be 

transferred from a service provider to the user of a user device by the method according 

to the invention, for example comprising the steps of: 

- at the service provider retrieving from the customer file the security code of the user to 

whom the information element is to be transferred, 

- by using a cryptographic algorithm and said security code as encryption key, encrypting 

said information element, 
- transferring the encrypted information element to the user, 

- upon receipt in the user device of said encrypted information element, inputting to the 

user device the user personal code, 

- calculating internal to the user device said security code, and 

- by using the same cryptographic algorithm as the service provider, decrypting in the 

user device the encrypted information element using the security code just calculated as 

decryption key.  

This way of securing information elements to be transferred from a service provider may 

be useful for sending messages, and for keeping information secret to others, as well as 

for sending digital content not to be copied (such as electronic tickets, or other digital 

content to be protected from illegal copying, music, video, software, etc.).  

The invention also relates to a programmable user device comprising at least one data 

input interface, data processing means, data storage means including a readable tamper

proof storage in which an equipment identifier uniquely identifying the user device is 

prestored, the programmable user device being programmed to run a process according 

to the method of the invention.  

Preferably, the equipment identifier of the user device is a product serial number em

bedded in the device prior to delivery to a user, and in the case of a mobile telephone 

(cell phone), the equipment identifier may be an international mobile equipment identity 

(the IMEI code in the case of a GSM phone).
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In general, the invention may allow a user device to serve as a common or generic "multi

code calculator" for a plurality of services from a plurality of service providers.  

Brief Description of Drawings 

Further features of the user device and the method of producing a security code accord

ing to the present invention will appear from the following description of examples of 

embodiments thereof given by reference to the accompanying drawings, on which: 

Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the basic components of a user device 

according to the invention, 
Figure 2 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a process of producing a security code 

representative of a user of a user device and of the device itself to a specific service 

provider, 

Figure 3 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a process of distributing from a service 

provider information encrypted by a user's security code, 

Figure 4 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a process of authenticating a user in 

accordance with one embodiment of the invention, and 

Figure 5 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a process of initial user registration at a 

service provider.  

Description of Preferred Embodiments 

Referring to Figure 1, a user device according to the invention comprises at least one 

data input interface, such as a numeric keypad, full keyboard 1, or other interface means, 

data processing -means, such as a microprocessor controller 2, and data storage means 

3, such as a RAM, ROM and/or cache memory, and including a readable tamper-proof 

storage 4, preferably a ROM, in which an equipment identifier uniquely identifying the 

device is stored, and data output capacities, such as a display window 5, computer 

monitor, and the like, and optionally, for some of the embodiments of the invention, a 

communications module 6 for unilateral or bilateral communication with external 

equipment, such as standard computer peripherals, computer networks, possibly 

including transceiver means for any kind of private or public telecom services.  

The user device of the invention is programmable, i.e. it is capable of executing computer 

programs and applications read into its microprocessor's memory. To implement the 

invention the user device should also be capable of exchanging information with a service 

provider, by whom the user is registered as a customer or subscriber. Therefore, mobile
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telephones (cell phones) compliant with the GSM technology are considered to be 
particularly suitable for the purpose of the invention. It is, however, envisaged that other 

personal pieces of electronic equipment, such as portable computers (Laptops) and 

handheld information devices (PDA - Personal Digital Asssitant), or indeed, stationary 

personal computers (PCs), and future mobile telephones, of course, may also be used 
when provided with an appropriate Equipment Identity (El) in a manner similar to the 
GSM mobile telephones. Future pocket calculators or special purpose generic password 
generators may also be envisioned.  

The Security Code Calculation Software 

The software needed for the calculation of the security code may be permanently stored 

in the user device of the invention. It may, for example, be implemented in the device at 
the time of manufacture. To permit the use of an already existing device of the appro
priate kind as indicated above, a special application may be supplied to the device at any 

instant in time via any type of data supply media, such as a floppy disk, optical compact 
disk (CD-ROM) and plug-in data storage means (memory stick or card). In cases where 
the device is furnished with a communications capacity, the application may be 
downloaded from a software vendor via a communications network of the device,. to the 

device for direct execution and/or storage for later utilization.  

According to the invention the security code calculation software is a general computer 

program containing no secrets at all. The program or application may be open to the 

public for utilization on any suitable user device. In principle, the application may be 
identical from one user device to the next, except for computer related differences due to 
the use of different operating systems, programming languages, compilators, and the like.  

This feature of, in principle, free distribution of the security code calculation software, and 
the possibility of copying the software from one device to another without compromising 

security, is a major advantage of the present invention, especially compared to security 
arrangements requiring the presence of secrets in the user software itself.  

The calculation carried out by the security code software is typically based on the use of 
one-way encryption algorithms (e.g. a hashing algorithm) to produce the security code 
and two-way encryption algorithms to encrypt/decrypt information elements, but encryp
tion algorithms of various other kinds may be used. The encryption method used is not
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decisive to the implementation of the invention. The security code should, however, be 
sufficiently unique and it should not be possible to derive its input data elements from the 
code itself (i.e. one-way encryption). Another important.feature of the security code 
calculation software is that itis designed to read the equipment identifier uniquely identi
fying the device in question each and every time a security code is to be used and that 
the calculated security code never is stored in the device.  

Security Code Calculation 

Referring to Figure 2, in one embodiment, the method according to the invention, of 
producing a security code by means of a programmable user device (see Figure 1) and 
the user software just described, comprises three main steps: 
- the user holding the device enters his/her user personal code into the device via a 
device data input interface (step S1), 
- the device fetches the equipment identifier and service provider code from its own data 
storage means 4 (step S2), and 
- based on a combination of the equipment identifier and service provider code fetched 
and the user personal code entered, the user device calculates internal to itself, a 
security code (step S3).  

The security code thus obtained is based on two factors - something you know and 
something you have. Hence, regarded as a two-factor authentication scheme, the user 
personal code would constitute the "something you know" component while the 
equipment identifier and the service provider code is the "something you have" compo
nent. The security code represents a unique identification of the user and the user's 
device to a specific service provider, but the original input identifiers (the user personal 
code and the equipment identifier) can not be re-calculated from the security code. The 
method according to the invention prevents the input identifiers from being exposed to 
any other party, and is also a method where there is no need for storing the user personal 
code in any way.  

In principle, the user may freely select any suitable personal code to be entered for the 
production of a security code. The personal code may, of course, be a different one for 
different purposes. In the present case the security code is representative of both the 
user and the user device. The code may now be output via the data output capacities of 
the device, such as being displayed in the display window 5, or through the communica-
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tions module 6 for sending to some external local or remote equipment, such as to 

communication equipment located at the site of a service provider.  

As shown in Figure 2, the calculation internal to the user device of a security code is 

based on a combination of three input factors, i.e. the equipment identifier, user personal 

code and a service provider code chosen by the service provider or by the user 

him/herself to designate a service provider. Such a "three-factor" security code will in 

itself represent the user and the user device to the service provider, or a certain service 

offered by the respective service provider. Such service provider codes may, of course, 

be stored in the data storage 3 means of the user device for later use.  

The capability of the method of the invention of producing specific, or different, security 

codes for each service provider enables the user to use the same device for security 

services at more than one service provider without compromising security. No service 

providers need to share the same security code, and no service provider is able to 

recalculate the input identifiers. Several service providers may therefore trust the same 

user pin and user device for their two-factor authentication.  

With the development of biometric coding techniques the possibility is also envisaged that 

biometric data may be part of the security code according to the invention. Hence, 

biometric data representative of a user may constitute the user personal code alone or as 

an integral part thereof, thus moving from a "something you know" to a "something you 

are" situation, In such a case the user device needs to be furnished with or be connected 

to, approriate input means to permit biometric particulars to be scanned from the user's 

attributes and supplied to the user device.  

In any case the calculation of the security code may comprise a simple arithmetic 

operation, or a complex cryptographic operation, or use of other kinds of enciphering 

techniques. The operation should, however, be such that none of the input data elements 

to the calculation are derivable from the code and/or from the knowledge of some of the 

input elements.
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The Security Code used for Secure Communication 
In a preferred embodiment the user device is furnished with a communications function
ality permitting unilateral and/or bilateral data communication with a service provider 
through a wired or wirelesss communications network.  

In such a case, the service provider may use the security code of the invention in 

connection with the distribution of secret information, provided arrangements are made 
for storage at the site of the service provider, of the security codes of the users of the 
provider's services. Such a process, whereby the information is encrypted prior to 
transmittal by using the security code as encryption key (step S1 in Figure 3), may, as 

illustrated in Figure 3, comprise steps, whereby the encrypted information received from 

the service provider is decrypted by using the just calculated security code of the device 
(steps S4 and S5 in Figure 3).  

Alternatively the user may use the security code of the invention to encrypt the 
information to be transmitted to the service provider.  

In both cases, after being used, the decrypted information is preferably deleted for 
security reasons, leaving no trace thereof on the device.  

The Security Code used for Authentication 

In addition the security code may, in deed, be used as a basis for the verification of the 
identity of the user and the user device belonging to him/her.  

In one embodiment of the invention the user device comprises a communications module 

6 (see Figure 1). In the context of the authentication method according the invention the 

communications functionality thus provided may be used for exchanging information, 
preferably "on-line", with service providers via the user device itself. In such a case, 
referring to Figure 4, given that the user is already registered in a customer file at a 
service provider with his/her user name and an associated security code according to the 

invention, the method of authenticating a user of the user device, may comprise the 
following steps: 

- entering into the electronic device a user name and transmitting from the device to the 

service provider the user name entered (step S2),
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- at the service provider searching in the customer file to find the user name received 

from the electronic device, and if present in the file, transmitting from the service provider 

a challenge to the electronic device (steps 83 and S4), 

- entering into the electronic device a user personal code and fetching from the data 
storage means of the electronic device the equipment identifier of the device and the 

service provider code (step S5), 

- calculating internal to the electronic device a security code based on said equipment 

identifier, service provider code and said user personal code (step S6), 

- by using a cryptographic algorithm calculating internal to the electronic device a one

timerpassword based on said security code and a variable received from the service 

provider as part of said challenge (step S7), 
- transmitting from the electronic device to the service provider the calculated one-time 

password (step S7), 
- at the service provider retrieving from the customer file the security code corresponding 

to the user name received from the electronic device (step S8), 
- by using the same cryptographic algorithm as the user device calculating at the service 

provider a one-time password based on the security code retrieved from the customer file 

and the same variable as that conveyed to and used by the electronic device (step S9), 

and 

- at the service provider comparing the one-time password just calculated with that 

received from the electronic device (step S10).  

If the one-time passwords are identical, the authentication result is positive, confirming 

that the user identified by user name is in possession of the electronic device and of a 

corresponding user personal code, otherwise, the authentication result is negative.  

When the user device is equipped with a communications module, the present invention 

may also be used for message authentication by calculating a digital signature or MAC 
(Message Authentication Code) from a message, or from a digest thereof, to be commu

nicated between the user device and a service provider, or other third party, the security 

code according to the invention being one of the components taking part in that 

calculation.  

In another embodiment of the invention, where the user device does not include a 

communications module and, hence, no direct exchange of information with service
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providers via the user device itself is possible, or if it is not convenient to exchange all 

information through the device, the user may act as an "intermediary" between the user 

device and service provider. To communicate with the service provider the user may 

then use any communications means available, such as a personal computer connect

able to the Internet, for example, the main issue being that the exchange of the user's 

indications to the service provider and the responses returned by the service provider to 

the user is accomplished in an acceptable manner, preferably in real time. The commu

nication link or channel itself may, if required for security reasons, of course be scrambled 

or encrypted in any conventional way.  

In principle, whether there is a technical arrangement for equipment-to-equipment com

munications present, or not, the authentication method of the invention may be similar to 

that illustrated in Figure 4, only with a person and some other communications arrange

ment as "intermediary" when the user device lacks the communciation functionality.  

The possibility is also envisaged, in stead of having a variable received from the service 

provider as part of a challenge therefrom (step S7 in Figure 4), a variable to be used for 

the calculation internal to the user device, of the one-time password may be generated by 

the user device itself. in such a case, arrangements must be made by which the service 

provider is able to use the same variable in the calculation at that side, of a one-time 

password (step S9 in Figure 4) for comparison with that from the user device (step S10 in 

Figure 4). Such arrangements are known to people skilled in the art and may comprise 

mechanisms using synchronized parts of a time-variable or sequence number, for 

example.  

Initial User Registration 

For many services offered to the public, generally the customer or user of such a service 

must register with the respective service provider to get access to the service(s) con

cerned (e.g. subscribe to the service). In the context of utilizing embodiments of the 

present invention for such services, this is also the case. Hence, as illustrated by step S1 

in Figure 4, for example, it is a prerequisite that the user initially is registered at the 

service provider with his/her user name and an associated security code obtained by a 

method of the invention.
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One way for the user to obtain his/her security code is to carry out the steps of the 

method explained above in the section "Security Code Calculation". Such a procedure 

may, as illustrated in Figure 5, comprise the following steps: 

- from the service provider sending a service provider code to a user (step S1a), or leave 

it to the user to select a service provider code (step S1b), 
- at the user's site inputting the service provider code to the user device (step S2), 

- entering into the electronic device, typically by means of the keyboard, the user 

personal code (step S3), 

- fetching from the data storage means of the electronic device the equipment identifier 

of the device (step S4), 
- optionally storing the service provider code in the data storage means of the electronic 

device (step 5), 
- calculating internal to the electronic device a security code based on the equipment 

identifier, user personal code and service provider code (step S6), 

- sending to the service provider the user name and calculated security code (step S7), 
and 

- registering in a customer file at the service provider the user name and associated 

security code received from the user (step S8).  

In either case the exchange of information between user and service provider may be 
accomplished by any communications means available, such as by means of letters 

through the postal service, facsimile, or even through voice communication.  

Although the present description of preferred embodiments is made on the basis of the 
invention being implemented in software, the invention may be realised by means of 
hardware components performing similar tasks as the software of the embodiments 

described.
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"Comprises/comprising" when used in this specification is taken to specify the 

presence of stated features, integers, steps or components but does not preclude 

the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, 
components or groups thereof.  

5 

The discussion throughout this specification comes about due to the realisation of 
the inventors and/or the identification of certain prior art problems by the 
inventors.  

10 Any discussion of documents, devices, acts or knowledge in this specification is 

included to explain the context of the invention. It should not be taken as an 
admission that any of the material forms a part of the prior art base or the 

common general knowledge in the relevant art in Australia or elsewhere on or 
before the priority date of the disclosure and claims herein.
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CLAIMS 

1. A method of producing a reproducable security code for user 

authentication, signing and encryption/decryption of information by means of a 

programmable user device comprising at least one data input interface, data 

processing means and data storage means including a readable tamper-proof 

5 storage in which an equipment identifier uniquely identifying the user device is 

prestored, 

the method being c h a r a c t e r i z e d i n that it comprises the steps of: 
- inputting via said data input interface a user personal code into the user 

device, 

10 - inputting to the user device a service provider code representing a service 

provider by whom the user is registered with his/her user name, 

- fetching the equipment identifier from the data storage means of the user 

device, 

- calculating internal to the user device a security code based on a combination 

15 of the equipment identifier, the user personal code and said service provider 

code, and 

- outputting the calculated security code, 
the thus calculated security code in itself representing the user and the user 

device to one specific service provider.  

20 

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein biometric data representative of 

the user of the device makes up all or part of the user personal code.  

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein the service provider code 

25 represents a service offered by the service provider.  

4. A method according to claim 1 and 3, further comprising the step of 

storing the service provider code in the data storage means of the user device.  

30 5, The use of the method described in the preceding claims 1-4 for 

authenticating the user of a user device to a service provider, signing an
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information element to be exchanged between the user and a service provider, 

and/or securing an information element to be transferred from the user to a 

service provider or from the service provider to the user, the user being 

registered in a customer file at the service provider with his/her user name and 

5 an associated security code obtained by the method according to the 

preceding claims.  

6. The use according to claim 5, whereby the indications given by the user 

to the service provider and the responses returned by the service provider to 

10 the user are conveyed by means of a communications arrangement allowing 

exchange of information between the user and the service provider.  

7. The use according to claim 6, whereby the user device is provided with a 

communications functionality allowing the user to enter his/her indications to 

15 the service provider through a data input interface of the device for transmittal 

to the service provider and to receive the responses from the service provider 

directly into the user device.  

8. The use according to claim 6, whereby the two-way communications 

20 arrangement comprises a public communications service or facility which is 

available to the user external to the user device.  

9. A programmable user device comprising at least one data input 

interface, data processing means, data storage means including a readable 

25 tamper-proof storage in which an equipment identifier uniquely identifying the 

user device is prestored, 

the user device being c h a r a c t e r i z e d i n that it is programmed to 

run a process according to the method of any one of the preceding claims.  

30 10. A user device according to claim 9, the equipment identifier of which 

being a product serial number embedded in the device prior to delivery to a 

user.  

11. A user device according to claim 10, the device being a mobile telephone 

35 (cell phone), the equipment identifier of which being an international mobile 

equipment identity (the IMEI code in the case of a GSM phone).
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